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Asymptotic Enumeration by Degree Sequence of Graphs 
of High Degree 
BRENDAN D. McKAy AND NICHOLAS C. WORMALD 
We consider the estimation of the number of labelled simple graphs with degree sequence 
d l , dz, ... ,dn by using an n-dimensional Cauchy integral. For sufficiently small E and any 
c >~, an asymptotic formula is obtained when Id; - dl < n~+E for all i and d = d(n) satisfies 
min{d,n-d-l};;.cn/logn as n--+ oo. These conditions include the degree sequences of 
almost all graphs, so our result gives as a corollary the asymptotic joint distribution function of 
the degrees of a random graph. We also give evidence for a formula conjectured to be valid for 
all d(n). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with locally restricted graphs; that is, graphs having n labelled 
vertices with degree sequence d = (d v dz, ... , dn ). Many results, usually asymptotic, 
have been obtained on the properties of random graphs in this class for various special 
sequences d. Most, if not all, of these results are spawned directly from methods for, or 
results on, enumerating such graphs. However, all the progress so far has concerned 
graphs with relatively small degrees, in fact with d; = o(n!) (and, of course, their 
complements). Our object in this paper is to derive an asymptotic formula (Theorem 2) 
for the number of locally restricted graphs when d; is approximately a constant times n. 
The range of validity of the result is such that it applies to the degree sequences of 
almost all graphs in the model of random graphs with edges chosen independently with 
probability p, for constant or slowly vanishing p. 
Let G(d) denote the number of graphs with degree sequence d. The first significant 
results on the value of G(d) were obtained by Read [18, 19]. These were exact results, 
the appeal of which is more theoretical than computational, but which allowed Read to 
obtain an asymptotic formula when d 1 = d z = ... = dn = 3. General asymptotic results 
were then obtained for the case of bipartite graphs-see McKay [12] for a survey. 
Corresponding formulae for general graphs were then obtained independently by 
Bender and Canfield [1], Wormald [22] and Bollobas [2], all using roughly the same 
method. These immediately initiated the discovery of properties of random locally 
restricted graphs (see Wormald [22-24], Bollobas [3], Bollobas and McKay [5], McKay 
[9,10,14], Robinson and Wormald [20,21] and Fenner and Frieze [6] for examples). 
The method used for the asymptotic enumeration involved the application of 
inclusion-exclusion to a model of random locally restricted graphs. This approach 
yields a result which is only valid when each d; grows at most very slowly with n. An 
alternative family of methods based on switching edges was used to study random 
locally restricted graphs by McKay [8] and by McKay and Wormald [15]. A similar 
method was used by McKay [13] to obtain the following asymptotic formula valid 
when maxj{dj} =o(E~) and E_oo; 
(2E)!e-).-).2 
G(d) - E! 2E I]'=1 d;! ' 
n 1 n 
where E = ! 2: d; and A. = - 2: d;(d; - 1), 
;=1 4E ;=1 
(1.1) 
a result which has recently been extended by similar methods to cover the case 
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maXj{ dj } = o(E!) (see [16]). Most recently, Jerrum and Sinclair [7] have devised an 
effective procedure which could be used to estimate G(d) for any of a wide family of 
degree sequences which includes all regular sequences. 
Our approach for larger degrees is quite different. We approximate Cauchy's 
formula for the coefficient of xtlx~2 ... x~n in lll"'j<k"'n (1 + XjXk) using the saddlepoint 
method. The resulting formula is valid when Id; - dl < n 112+ E for all i, where d = d(n) 
satisfies min {d, n - d - I} :;;,: en flog n for sufficiently small E > 0 and some e > ~. 
In Section 2 we isolate some of the important steps in the calculations, and in Section 
3 we deal with regular graphs. Then, in Section 4, the modifications required to 
accommodate varying degrees are given. Some of the implications of our results, and 
some conjectures arising from them, are discussed in Section 5. The use of our results 
to prove properties of random graphs is postponed to forthcoming publications. 
Although we are concerned here only with labelled graphs, an appropriate property 
of random graphs will, when proved, extend our results to unlabelled graphs. This was 
done for graphs of low degree in [15]; see also [4] and [25] for the simpler regular case. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND SOME CALCULATIONS 
Recall that G(d) is the number of labelled graphs with degree sequence d. We write 
RG(n, d) for the number G(d, d, ... , d) of regular graphs of degree d and order n. 
Assume n:;;': 2. We use the following notation: 
(J= 1-~ 2~-=-21); 
In = the n x n identify matrix, In = the n x n matrix of all ones; 
T= In - fJIn/n and the associated linear transformation; 
YE~n, (J=Ty; 
for k:;;,: 0; 
Un(t) = {x Ilxd,,;; t, i = 1,2, ... , n}; 
2;rnl2rn-l 
An(t) = r(n/2) = the surface area of the n-dimensional sphere of radius r. 
From Taylor's Theorem with remainder, we have: 
LEMMA 1. Let 0";;),,,;; 1. Then for all real x, 
11 + ).(eix -1)1 = (1- 2),(1- ),)(1- cos x»! 
,,;; exp( -!J..(I- ).)X2 + ~)'(1- ).)x4). 
Other straightforward calculations give: 
LEMMA 2. (a) 
2: OJ = 1-'2 - {J(2 - {J)I-'iln, 
2: 0] = 1-'3 - 3{J1-'11-'2/n + {J2(3 - {J)I-'i!n2, 
j 
2: ot = 1-'4 - 4{J1-'11-'3/n + 6{J2I-'II-'2/n2 - {J3(4 - {J)l-'iln3, 
j 
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2: (OJ + Od2 = (n - 2) 2: OJ + (~ OJ)2 
J<k ] ] 
= (n - 2)Jl2, 
2: (OJ + Ok)3 = (n - 4) 2: OJ + 3 2: OJ 2: OJ 
j<k j j j 
= (n - 4)Jl3 + (3(1 - 2(3) + 12{3/n )JlIJl2 
+ « -6{3 + 12{32 - 4(33)/n - 4{32(3 - (3)/n 2)Jli, 
2:<k (OJ + Ok)4 = (n - 8) ~ OJ + 4 2: OJ 2: OJ + 3(2: OJ) 2 
] ] ] ] ] 
= (n - 8)Jl4 + 3Jl~ + (4(1- 2(3) + 32{3/n)JlIJl3 
- (24{3(1 - (3)/n + 48{32/n2)JliJl2 
+ (8{32(1- (3)(3 - (3)/n2 + 8{33(4 - (3)/n 3)Jli. 
(b) det{ln - 7'/Jn/n) = 1- 7'/ for any 7'/. 
(c) For any t;;::: 0, TUn(t) ~ (1 + (3)Un(t) and T-IUn(t) ~ (1- (3)-IUn(t). 
Let Re(z) and Im(z) denote the real and imaginary parts of z, respectively. 
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LEMMA 3. Let e = e(n) and e' = e'en) be such that 0< e' < 2e < t. Let A =A(n) be 
a bounded real-valued function such that A(n);;::: n - £' for sufficiently large n. Let 
B = B(n), C = C(n), ... , J = J(n) be complex-valued functions such that the ratios 
B/A, CIA, ... ,J/A are bounded. Suppose that b > 0, 0 <..1 < ~ - !e, and that 
f(y) = exp( -AnJl2 + BnJl3 + CJlIJl2 + DJlVn + EnJl4 + FJl~ 
+ GJlIJl3 + HJliJl2 + IJl1/n 2 + JJlI + O(n- 6 )) 
is integrable for y E Un(n- 1I2+£). Then, provided that the error term converges to zero, 
f f( ) d ( jf )n/2 ( J2 6E + 2F + (C + 6B)J 15B2 + 6BC + C2 y y = - exp - + + -----;:----U.(n-1I2+£) An 4A 8A 2 16A 3 
+ O«n- I12+6£ + n- 6 )Z+ n- I + 12£ + A -In- L1)), 
where 
_ (15 Im(B)2 + 6 Im(B)(Im(C) + 2A Im(J)) + (Im(C) + 2A Im(J))2) 
Z - exp 16A3 • 
PROOF. For p;;:::O, define w,.(p)=Un(n-~+£)n{YIJl2=p2}. We approach the 
integral by considering integration first over Wn(p) and then over p, although this is 
not the way we obtain the final estimate. Note first that Wn(p) = 0 if p > n £. 
Define Vk = I:j=l ly11. For y E Wn(p) and p ~ n £ we have 
1 
VI ~ pn'i, 
V6 ~ p2n -2+4£, 
V2~p2, 
3 1 VIV2~P n'i, 
V3 ~ p2n -!+ £, 
VIV3 ~ p3n £, 
V4 ~ p2n -I+2£, 
ViV2 ~p4n. 
In each case except VIV3, the bound is achieved either when all the IYjl are equal 
or when as many as possible have value n -~+£. 
We now divide the region of integration into three parts. Define 
KI = Un(n-~+£) n {y I 0 ~ p < (2A)-~(1- n- L1)}, 
K2 = Un(n-~+£) n {y I (2A)-~(I- n- L1) ~ p ~ (2A)-;(1 + n- L1)}, 
and 
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When Y E Wn(p), fey) = exp( -Anp2+ O(Ap2n~+E + n- 6». Also, the area of Wn(p) 
is at most An(P) = O(I)(2ne/ntl2pn-l. Thus 
ILl fey) dy I.::; O(I)(2:er12 f2"W~(1-n-") pn- l exp( -Anp2 + O(Ap2n~+£ + n- 6» dp. 
Apart from the O() term, the integrand is unimodal, with its maximum at 
p2= (n -1)/(2An), so we can bound the integral by the length of its range times its 
maximum value, where the latter is achieved near p = (2A)-~(I- n-.I1). Using 
10g(l- n-.I1) < -n-.I1- !n-2.11, we find that 
ILl f(y) dy I.::; (iJ nl2 exp( _n l - 2 .11 + O(n!+E». 
The same bound can be derived for the absolute value of the integral over K 3 • The 
integral over Kl U K3 will turn out to be negligible compared to that over K2,· which we 
now consider. 
The function fey) shows a lot of variation on Wn(p), P = (2A)-!, making direct 
estimation of the integral difficult. Instead, we take advantage of the fact that an 
integral over a region symmetrical about the origin is invariant under averaging of its 
integrand over sign changes of the arguments. 
For k ~ 1, define Ilk = Ilk(m) = 'f.'j=m Y1 and ilk = ilk(m) = 'f.~ll yf, Then, for 
1 .::; m .::; n + 1, define 
and 
""m(Y) = exp( - An1J2 + EnIJ4 + FIJ~ + Bnll3 + CIlIIJ2 + Jill + DIli/n + GIll1l3 
+ H1li1J2/n + I{J.1/n2 + !B2n2il6 + !(CIJ2 + Jfil2 + B(CIJ2 +J)nil4 
+ ~D2il21l1/n2 + (3BDil4 + 3(C1J2 + J)Dil2/n )Ili) 
ibm = !( ""m(Ym) + ""m( -Ym». 
Further define 11 = ~ - 6e. Then we have 
ibm(Y) = ""m+I(Y) exp(O(n-"» 
uniformly over m, since Hex + e-X ) = exp(h2 + O(X4» for small x. Also, 




Because of possible cancellation, we cannot integrate (2.2) accurately for arbitrary 
complex functions so we turn first to integration of ""n+l(Y)' In K2 we have 
1J2 = (2A)-I(1 + O(n-.I1», so 
""n+l(Y) = exp(h(y»(1 + R(y», 
where 
hey) = -An1J2 + EnIJ4 + IF/A2 + !B2n21J6 + R(C + 2AJ)2/A3 + !B(C + 2AJ)nIJ4/A 
and 
R(y) = O(A -In-.I1). 
The integral of ""n+l over Un(n-~+E) differs from that over K2 by at most 
(n/An)n12 exp( _n l - 2.11 + O(n!+£», 
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as in the estimation of the integral of f over Kl U K 3 • Furthermore, 
L.(n- I12+e) exp(h(y» dy 
( 
F (C + 2AJ)2) 
= exp 4A2 + 16A3 
X (J~n-~~::' exp( _Anx2 + Enx4 + B(!C/A +J)nx4 + !B2n2x 6 ) dx r 
(
F (C + 2AJ)2) 
= exp 4A2 + 16A3 
X (J~:~~::. e-Anx2(1 + Enx4 + B(!C/A +J)nx4 + !B2n2x 6 + 0(n-2+12E» dx r 
_ (~)ntl (3E + F 15B2 + 6B(C + 2AJ) + (C + 2AJ)2 (-1+12E») 
- An exp 4A2 + 16A3 + 0 n , 
since 
for k;?; O. 
By the same argument, 
IL.(n-
I12
+e) R(y) exp(h(y» dy I = O(A -In-<1)(n"/An ttl 
( Re(3E + F) Re(15B2 + 6B(C + 2AJ) + (C + 2AJ)2) O( -1+12E») X exp 4A2 + 16A3 + n . 
We conclude that 
( 3E + F 15B
2 + 6B(C + 2AJ) + (C + 2AJf (-1+12E -1 -<1») 
xexp 4A2 + 16A3 +0 n +A n . (2.4) 
In the following, any expression Q * denotes the expression Q with all occurrences of 
B, C, ... ,J replaced by their real parts. Also, all integrals will be over Un(n-!+E) 
unless otherwise specified. 
Since 11/111 = 1/1:, (2.1) and (2.2) imply that 
since all the integrands involved are real. We also have for 2"z;;; m "z;;; n + 1 that 
f ItPml"z;;; f !(I1/1m(Ym)1 + l1/1m(-Ym)/) 
= fl1/1ml 
(2.5) 
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by (2.2), which implies that 
for m = 1, 2, ... , n + 1. 
From (2.2) we now have, for m = 1, 2, ... , n, 
II tpm - I 1J1m+ll = O(n-'l) I Itpml 
= O(n-'l) I 11J111 
= O(n-'l) I 1J1!+11 
by (2.5). Similarly, by (2.3), 
Thus, by (2.1), 
That is, 
I f=exp(o«n1-'l+n-ll)z'»I 1J1n+l, 
where Z' = If 1J1!+1/ f 1J1n+1l· 
(2.6) 
Inserting the value of Z' implied by (2.4), the lemma follows from (2.4), (2.6) and 
the fact that Kl U K3 is negligible. D 
3. REGULAR GRAPHS 
In this section we apply Lemma 3 to the enumeration of regular graphs. 
THEOREM 1. Let d = d(n) be an integer-valued function such that, for sufficiently 
large n, dn is even and min{ d, n - d - I} > cn/log n for some c >~. Then the number 
of regular graphs of order n and degree d is uniformly 
( -1 + lOA-I0A
2 ) RG(n d) = v'2 (2.nnAd+1(1- At-d )-n/2 exp + O(n-I:) 
, 12A(1- A) 
for any S < min(t! - 1/(3c», where A = d/(n -1). 
PROOF. RG(n, d) is the coefficient of xtx~'" x~ in II1""j<k""n (1 + XjXk)' By 
Cauchy's Formula we have 
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where each integral is around a simple closed contour enclosing the origin. We will use 
circles of radius, = V)./(1 -).) centered at the origin, which gives 
1 in in n<k (1 + r2ei(Oj+Ok» 
RG(n, d) = (2 d)n . . . id(OI+02+"'+O.) dOl d02 ... dOn n:, -1( -1< e 
(1 + r2)(;) i1< i" n<k (1 + ).(ei(Oj+/1k) - 1» 
= (2 d)n . . . id(OI+02+ ···+O.) dOl d02 ... dOn' 
n:, -:It -1< e 
(3.1) 
In order to estimate the values of the integral, we will first show that most of its value 
arises when all the OJ are clustered near 0, or are all clustered near ±n:. 
Fix 0 < t ~ n: / 4 and E > O. As necessary, we will assume that E is sufficiently small. 
Let 'I be the contribution to (3.1) from all those 8 for which either nOn2 -;;:,: nl+~, 
('il ) -;;:,: nIH or ('i') -;;:,: nIH, where no, nI, n2 and n3 are the numbers of OJ in the regions 
[-t, t], [t, n: - tl, [n: - I, n:] U [-n:, -n: + I] and [-n: + t, -t], respectively. By Lemma 
1 we have, for some CI > 0, 
(1 + r2)G> 
I'll ~ (2n:,dt (1 - 2),(1 - ),)(1- cos(2t»t1+EI2(2n:t 
(1 + r2)G> 
= (2n:rdt O(exp( -clnl+EI2». (3.2) 
Over the region of integration not covered by 'I we have nl = O(n!+~), n3 = 
O(n!+E), and either no = O(n~) or n2 = O(n E). The latter two are essentially equiv-
alent, since (3.1) is invariant under the transformation OJ ~ OJ + n: (j = 1, 2, ... , n). 
Thus we can assume that n2 = O(n~) without loss of generality, and double the result. 
Now suppose that 0 < t~ n:/8. Define So = So(8), SI = SI(8), 52 = 52(8) thus: 
So = {j IIOjl ~ t}, SI = {j 1 t < IOjl ~ 2t}, 52 = {j 121 < IOjl ~ n:}. 
Define So = ISoI, Sl = ISll and S2 = 1521. To avoid parts of the integral counted in'i> we 
can assume that SI + S2 = O(n!+~). Let '2(S2) be the contribution to (3.1) of all 8 with 
IS2( 8)1 = S2 and SI = O(n!+~). The modulus of the integrand can be bounded using 
11 + ).(ei(Oj+/1k) -1)1 ~ 
{
exp( -!)'(1 - ).)( OJ + Ok)2 + -/4),(1 - ).)( OJ + Ok)4), 
VI - 2).(1- ),)(1- cos t), 
1, 
if j, k E So U SI; 
if j E So, k E 52; 
otherwise. 
The first two bounds come from Lemma 1, the second being the largest value which 
can occur in the stated range. Let (l'denote -log(Vl- 2).(1- ),)(1- cos t». Then the 
modulus of the integrand in (3.1) is bounded above by 
since 
exp( -!)'(1 -).) L (OJ + Ok)2 + -/4),(1 - ).) L (OJ + Ok)4 - d'SoS2) j<k j,kESr,USI j<k j,kESr,US, 
~ exp( -!)'(1 - ).)(n - S2 - 2) L 01 + })'(1 - ).)(n - S2 - 1) jESr,US, 
x L oj - d'S2(n - O(n!+E))), jESr,USI 
I I L (Xj + Xk)2 -;;:,: (1- 2) L xl and L (Xj + Xk)4 ~ 8(1-1) L xj (3.3) 
1 ""j<k ... l j=I I""j<k""i j=I 
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for all Xv X2, ... ,XI. If 0 < 6 < t 6 fixed, then as m __ 00, 
21 m- t12+ 6 




+ 4t exp( _m26 + O(m-1+46» 
= ~(1 + O(m-1+46», 
since exp( -mx2 + ~mx4) is maximized at X = m- 112+ 6 if m- l12 +6,,;.::; Ixl,,;.::; 2t,,;.::; .1l"/4 and m 
is sufficiently large. Allowing a factor of nSI+S2 = exp(O(n!+E log n» for the number of 
choices of So, SI and Sz, we obtain, with 6 = ~ and some C2> 0, 
(1 + r2)m ( 2.1l" ) (n- s2)12 
IJ2(s2)1,,;.::; (2.1l"rdr ),(1- ).)(n _ S2 _ 2) exp(-~2(n - O(n!+E» + O(n'» 
(1 + r2)G) ( 2.1l" )nl2 
= (2.1l"rdr ).(1- ).)n exp( - as2(n - O(n!+E» + O(n'», 
and so 
(3.4) 
Now define J3(h) to be the contribution to (3.1) of those 0 such that IOjl,,;.::; n-!+E for 
n - h values of j and n-!+E < IOjl,,;.::; 2t for h values of j. Following the last computation 
in the case S2 = 0, but using 6 = (;/4, we find for some C3 > 0 that 
(1 + r2)G> (jn-1f2+< )n-h 
IJ3(h)I";'::; (2.1l"rdr nh -n-
1f2
+< exp( -!)'(1 - ).)(n - 2)x2 + ~)'(1 - ).)(n - 1)X4) dx 
x (2 L: exp( -!)'(1 - ).)(n - 2)x2 + !)'(1 - ).)(n - 1)X4) dx ) h 
(1 + r2)G> ( 2.1l" )nl2 
,,;.::; (2.1l"rdr ),(1- A)(n _ 2) exp(-!).(1- ).)n2Eh + O(nE) + O(h logn», 
and so 
Finally, consider J3(0). The numerator of the integrand can be expanded using 
1 + A(eX - 1) = exp(Ax + !A(1- ).)x2 + tA(1 - A)(1 - 2).)x3 
+ i4A(1- A)(1- 6A + 6).2)X4 + O(X5» 
to obtain 
- ~i)'(1- A)(1- 2A) 2: (OJ + okf j<k 
+ /.iA(1- A)(1- 6), + 6).2) j~ (OJ + Ok)4 + O( j~ IOj + Okn) dO. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Now apply the transformation 0 = Ty described in Section 2. By Lemma 2( c), the 
region of integration is essentially unchanged. Since f3 = (1-1/V2)(1 + O(n-1», we 
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by Lemma 3, where' is defined as in the theorem statement. From (3.2), (3.4), (3.5) 
and (3.7) we find that 
RG(n, d) =213(0)(1 + O(exp(-c3nE))) 
( -1+10it-l0A? ) = V2(2Jritd+ 1(1- itt-dn)-nl2 exp + O(n- t ) 12it(1- it) , 
as required. 0 
COROLLARY 1. The total number of regular graphs of order n is 
2n212yze 
RG(n) - nI2 nl2 a(n), Jr n 
where 
co 
2: e-(j+W = 1.77227050, ifn is even, 
co 
a(n) = 2: e-4P = 1.03663150, if n == 1 (mod 4), 
co 2: e-(2j+l)2 = 0.73600570, if n == 3 (mod 4). 
PROOF. If t = o(n!), then 
1 2n212V2e _t2 
RG(n, 2(n - 1) + t) - nI2 nl2 e , Jr n 
by Theorem 1. The regular graphs with t"* o(n~) are negligible in comparison, by 
Theorem 1 for bounded it and crude bounds for the extremes. The corollary follows on 
summing over those t for which d= !(n -1) +1 is an integer and dn is even. 0 
4. NON-REGULAR GRAPHS 
In this section, we generalize Theorem 1 to allow non-regular graphs. The proof is 
similar in spirit to that of Theorem 1, so we concentrate on presenting the parts that 
are particularly different. In Section 5 we will recast this theorem in another form and 
give an intuitive partial justification. 
THEOREM 2. Let d = d(n) and {)j = {)j(n), l:s;;,j:s;;, n be such that min{d, n - d -I} > 
cn/log n for some c >~, ~j=l {)j = 0, {)j = O(n!+E) uniformly over j for sufficiently small 
fixed E > 0, dj = d + {)j is an integer for j = 1, 2, ... , n, and dn is an even integer. Then 
the number of labelled graphs of order n with degree sequence d = (db d2 , ••• , dn) is 
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uniformly 
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G(n, d) = Vi (2JrnAd +1(1- At-d )-n/2 exp(i - tR - R(n - R)Y2 
- R2y~ + n(R2 -jR3)Y4 + ~R2(1- 2A)nY3 + O(n-~» 
for any ~<min(t!-1/(3c», where A=A(n)=d/(n-1), Aj=Ain)=<V(n-1), 
R = 1/(2A(1- A» and Yk = ~j=l AJ for k > o. 
PROOF. Throughout this section, w will denote any expression of the form af: with 
the constant a possibly different at each appearance. 
We will begin with a technical lemma. Define r = YM(l- A), and, for 1 ~j, k ~n, 
I; = 2RAj + 4AR2AJ, rj = r(l + 1;), Tfjk = I; + A + I;A and Ajk = rjrk!(l + rjrk) . 
LEMMA 4. Under the conditions of the theorem, (a) 
A'k= r2(1+Tfjk) =1- I-A 
J 1 + r2(1 + Tfjk) 1 + ATfjk 
= A + Aj + Ak + 2RAjAk(1- 2A) - 4AR2(Aj + Ak)AjAk 
- 4A2R2(Aj + Ak)(Aj - Ak)2 + O(n-2+aJ), 
(b) for any 0, 
i L Ajk( OJ + Ok) - i L (d + CJj)Oj = 2: C1(j)Oj, j<k j j 
(c) for any 0, 
- 2: !Ajk(l - Ajk) ( OJ + okf = -!A(l - A) L (Jrj + Jrk)2 + g( 0), j<k j<k 
where 
Jrj = OJ + !PAj( OJ + ~ Ok/n) + (WAt- RY2/n) 
+ ~ (WA~ + XAjAk + YY2!n)Ok!(2n), (4.1) 
P= 2(1- 2A)R, W = _!R2, 
X = (3 - 20A + 20A2)R2, Y =!( -1 + SA - SA2)R2, 
and g is a quadratic form all of whose coefficients are O(n- i +w ). 
PROOF. In (b) we note that ~j Aj = O. In (c) we note that 
Ajk(1- Ajk) = -A(1- A)(1 + (1- 2A)Tfjk + A( -2 + 3A)TfJk + O(Tf]k» 
= -A(1- A)(1 + P(Aj + Ak) - 2R(AJ + An 
+ 4(1- 6A + 6A2)R2AjAk) + O(n-}+W). 
The rest is straightforward checking. o 
We return to the proof of Theorem 2. Nothing that A = r2/(1 + r2), and using 
Zj = rjeifJj we have, in place of (3.1), 
G(n, d) = F(d) . . . ;<k. jk e - dO, fn fn n (1 + A (i(fJj+fJ.> 1» 
-n -n expel ~j (d + CJ;)Oj) (4.2) 
where 
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To show that the parts of the integral with maxj {IOjl} large can be ignored, we amend 
the argument in Section 3. We denote the e in that section by el> and will later need to 
ensure that e and el are chosen to make both el and e/ el sufficiently small. Defining II 
as before (but concerning the integral in (4.2», we find now that 
(4.3) 
for some Cl > 0 in place of (3.2). As before, we assume n2 = O(nEI) and double the 
resulting value of the integral. 
Define So, SI, S2, So, S1> S2 as before, and again assume that SI + S2 = O(n!+el ). The 
modulus of the integrand in (4.2) can be bounded, in view of Lemma 1, by 
exp( -! L j<k j,kESoUSI 
A-(1- A-)(Oj + Ok)2 +!4 L j<k j,kESoUSI 
where 
and 
A -(1- A -) = min Ajk(1- Ajk) = A(1- A) + O(n-!+W), j,kESoUSI 
A +(1- A +) = min Ajk(1- Ajk) = A(1- A) + O(n-!+W), j,kESoUSI 
a = min (-log\f1- 2Ajk(1- Ajk)(1- cos t». 
jESo kESz 
Arguing along a line similar to that leading to (3.4), 
(4.4) 
A little more precision is required in dealing with 13(h). This time, we bound the 
logarithm of the modulus of the integral in (4.2) by 
Q( 8) + !4 L Ajk(1 - Ajk) ( OJ + Od4 , (4.5) 
where j<k 
Q( 8) = -! L Ajk(1 - Ajk) ( OJ + Od2; j<k 
The quadratic form Q causes some difficulty here since the Ajk may vary by O(n -!+W). 
To avoid this, we take a step towards diagonalizing Q( 8) by making use of the 
transformation (4.1). (It is rather curious that the further transformation 1r = Ty does 
not seem to give a useful result because Yj is not so closely related to lrj .) From Lemma 
4(c), we have 
Q(8) = -!A(1- A) L (lrj + lrk)2 + O(h2n-~+W + nW+EI) 
j<k 
~ -!A(1- A)(n - 2) L lrJ + O(h2n-~+W + nW+EI) 
j 
by (3.3). Also, from (4.1) we have 
and so 
lrJ = OJ(1 + PAJ + O(n-~+"')(n!+EI + h), 
Q(8) ~ -!A(1- A)(n - 2) L OJ + O(n",+EI + hn-!+"'). 
j 
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We also have 
-f4 L Ajk(1 - Ajk) ( OJ + Ok)4 ~ !A(1 - A )(n + O(n!+e» LOt, j<k j 
by (3.3). The argument in Section 3 now gives, in place of (3.5), 
( 
2.1r )nl2 I) (h)1 ~ F(d) exp« _lA(I- A)n2E1 + n-!+OO)h + O(noo+e l » 3 A(I-A)(n-2) 2 • (4.6) 
From this point we assume that E/ El is sufficiently small that the exponent w + El in 
(4.6) is less than 3El/2. 
We turn now to the evaluation of J3(0), in which (Jj = O(n-!+EI) uniformly over j. In 
view of (3.6), the linear terms in the Taylor series expansion of the logarithm of the 
integrand in (4.2) are given by Lemma 4(b), and the quadratic terms by Lemma 4(c). 
Let V denote the matrix of the linear transformation defined in (4.1), so that .1r = VO. 
Then Gaussian elimination gives 
det V = (1 + O(n -!+OO» n (1 + !PAj + WAf - R"/2/ n) 
j 
= (1 + O(n-!+OO»exp(2WY2). (4.7) 
Noting that .1rj = OJ(1 + O(n-!+OO», we find that the summation in Lemma 4(b) is 
L C1(j).1rj + O(n-!+OO), (4.8) 
j 
and the parts of the logarithm of the integrand of (4.2) not included in Lemma 4 are 
-iC2 L (1 + O(n -!+OO»( OJ + Ok)3 + C3 L (OJ + (Jk)4 + O(n -!+OO) j<k j<k 
= -iC2 L (1 + O(n-!+OO»(.1rj + .1rk)3 j<k 
+ C3 L (.1rj + .1rk)4 + O(n -!+OO) + ..1, (4.9) j<k 
where 
C2 = tA(I- A)(1 - 2A), 
and ..1 contains miscellaneous terms such as 112 ~ Aj.1rj. 
We now transform by.1r= Ty as in Section 2, and then apply a result similar to Lemma 
3. Note that C1(j) is independent of .1r, and hence the terms C1(j)Yj are subsumed into 
the error terms during the averaging process in the proof of Lemma 3. Similarly, ..1 is 
negligible. The result, from (4.7), (4.8), (4.9) and Lemma 4 is a value of J3(0) which 
dominates (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6). Assuming that El is sufficiently small, we now have 
_ ~j<k (1 + AT/jk) - t 
G(n, d) - RG(n, d) n (1 + t)d+6j exp( -2WY2 + O(n» (4.10) 
for any ~ satisfying the conditions of the theorem. To estimate the value of (4.10), we 
make the following calculations, where the errors are of magnitude O(n-!+OO): 
L t= 2AR2(n -1)Y2, L tJ =2R2(n -1)Y2 + 8AR3nY3 + 8A2R4nY4, j<k j<k 
Ltl = 4R3nY3 + 24AR4nY4, j<k 
L tA = -2R2Y2 + 8A2R4y~, j<k 
LtlA=O, j<k 
Lit = 8R4nY4, j<k 
L tJlk = 8AR4y~, j<k 
L tJ/~ = 8R4y~. j<k 
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Note that the above sums are over both j and k with 1:0;;; j < k :0;;; n, even if k does not 
appear in the summand. From these expressions we find, to the same degree of 
accuracy, 
Hence 
2: TJjk = 4AR2(n - 1)1'2 - 2R21'2 + 8A2R41'~, j<k 
2: TJJk = 4R2(n -1)1'2 + 16AR3n1'3 + 16A2R4n1'4 + 8R41'~ j<k 
+ 32AR41'~ - 4R21'2 + 16A2R41'~, 
2: TJIk = 8R3n1'3 + 48AR4n1' 4 + 48AR41'~ + 48R41'~, j<k 
2: TJP., = 16R4n1' 4 + 48R41'~. j<k 
10g(~ (1 + ATJjk)) = 2AR2(nA -1)1'2 _1fA3R3n1'3 + 4A4R4n1'4 - R21'~ + O(n-~+W). 
Also, 
2: 10g(1 + f;)d+6 j = (n - 1) 2: (A + Aj) 10g(1 + 2RAj + 4AR2AJ) 
j j 
= 2AR2(n -1)1'2 -1AR3(1- 3A + 6A2)n1'3 
+ 1AR4(1- 4A + 6A2)n1'4 + O(n-~+W), 
and so the theorem now follows from (4.10). o 
Theorem 2 and its proof are sufficiently complex to justify some independent 
checking. One check we can offer is to sum our expression for G(n, d) over all degree 
sequences of graphs with AN edges, where A is constant and N = (2). This should yield 
a close approximation to the total number (fiv) of graphs with AN edges. 
We need to sum G(n, d) over all sequences d such that Ej l>j = O. It well known from 
random graph theory that only a vanishingly small part of the sum is lost if we restrict " 
to Un(n-~+E). Now define Yk = E't~l A;, so that An = -Yv 1'2 = Y2 + yi, 1'3 = Y3 - y~ 
and 1'4 = Y4 + ri. Let exp h(1'2, 1'3' 1'4) denote the exponential in Theorem 2. We can 
write the sum of this over d subject to Ej l>j = 0 as the sum over (dv d2 , ••• , dn - t ) with 
dn determined by An = -Yt. We can approximate this sum with the integral 
(n - 1t-ti. exp h(Y2 + yi, Y3 - yt Y4 + yt) di, 
U._t(n- tn+£) 
where i = (At, A2, ... ,An- t). (Since this is only a checking calculation, we will not 
~ttempt to jus~ify this ~pproxi~ation.) Transforming ~y i = t;, where t = In - t + 
fJJn-t/(n - 1), f3 = 1 - n " the mtegral becomes approxImately 
det ti. exp(h(ji,2' ji,3 - 3ji,tji,2/n + (2n-2 - n-~)ji,~, 
U.(n- tn+£) 
ji,4 - 4ji,tji,3/n + 6ji,iji,2/n2 + (n-2 - 3n-3)ji,i) + O(n-li)) d;, 
where ji,k = E;~l sf. We can now apply Lemma 3 (noting that it is still valid when 
I(n) = O(n) and D(n) = O(vn)) and use det t = n-! from Lemma 2(b). The result is 
as expected. 
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5. SOME CONJEC1URES 
Theorem 2 has an interesting probabilistic interpretation. Define d(n), ). and Y2 as in 
Theorem 2. Generate a random graph of order n by choosing each of the (2) possible 
edges independently with probability).. This will generate each labelled graph with 
E = nd/2 edges with the same probability ).E(I- ).)m-E. (Of course, other graphs may 
be generated as well.) Each of the events 'vertex j has degree d/ occurs with 
probability 
If we (falsely) suppose that those events are independent, we arrive at the naive 
estimate G(n, d) = G(n, d), where 
The interesting thing about this estimate is that the relative error G(n, d)/G(n, d) can 
be cast in the following form, which depends only on Y2 for the ranges covered by both 
(1.1) and Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let d = den) = (d!, d2 , ••• ,dn ) be a graphical degree sequence for 
each n. Define d, r5j and Y2 as in Theorem 2. Suppose that one of the following is true: 
(i) max{dj} = o(njd~), max{lr5jl} = 0(min{n1di , n~d!}), and dn~ 00; 
(ii) max{lr5jl} = O(n!+E) and min{d, n - d - I} > cn/log n for sufficiently small e and 
some c >~. 
Then 
PROOF. Case (i) is a strengthening of equation (1.1) which will be proved in [16] 
using methods similar to those of [13]. Case (ii) follows from Theorem 2. 0 
Cases (i) and (ii) cover three prts of the spectrum of average degrees: (i) for the low 
and high extremes; (ii) for the middle part near n/2. We cannot resist the temptation 
to conjecture that similar claims also hold for the other parts of the spectrum. 
CONJECTURE 1. For some absolute constant e > 0, the conclusion of Theorem 3 
holds for O<d<n-l provided that maxj{lr5j l}=O(n E min{d,n-d-l}!) and 
n min{d, n - d -1}~00. 
The condition on r5j in Conjecture 1 holds easily for regular graphs of any degree and 
in this case we can investigate the truth of the conjecture experimentally. McKay [11] 
has computed the actual values of RG(n, d) for 1.;; d.;; 4, n .;; 50 and for 1.;; d.;; n - 2, 
n .;; 21. Careful numerical extrapolation of these numbers not only supports Conjecture 
1, but suggests the following stronger conjecture. A conjecture which is consistent for 
bounded d was made in [11]. 
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CONJEcruRE 2. Let d = d(n) satisfy 1 ~ d ~ n - 2 with dn always an even integer. 
Then 
RG(n, d) = Vi (n - 1)"U':'(1- A)l-'Y;) eXP(l- 3c -1 _ 23c2 - 20c + 6 + o(n-3») 
d 12cn 24c2n2 
uniformly as n __ oo, where A = d/(n -1) and c = A(1- A)(n -1). 
Theorem 3 leads to a simple probabilistic model for the degree sequences of random 
graphs. For the details, and some applications, see [17]. 
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